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Mathematics Department, Virginia Polytechnic Institute and State University, Blacksburg, Virginia 24061 

(Received 17 August 1988; accepted for publication 30 August 1989) 

For the Dirac equation with potential V(r) obeying fo (1 + r) I V(r) Idr < 00 we prove a 
relativistic version of Levinson's theorem that relates the number of bound states in the 
spectral gap [ - m,m] to the variation of an appropriate phase along the continuous part of 
the spectrum. In the process, the asymptotic properties of the Jost function as E -+ ± mare 
analyzed in detail. The connection with the nonrelativistic version of Levinson's theorem is 
also established. 

I. INTRODUCTION 

In this paper, we consider the Dirac equation for a parti
cle moving in a central electrostatic potential V(r). Separa
tion of variables leads to the following systems of equations 

./, (0 -01).", H/C(e)",=e 1 '" 

+ ( me? + V(r) K/r ) 

K/r - me? + V(r) '" 

=E""",=("'I(r») (1.1) 
"'2(r) 

on ° < r < 00. Here, m is the mass of the particle, e is the 
velocity oflight, E is the energy (in units where Ii = 1), and 
K is a nonzero integer. We assume that V(r) satisfies 

1"0 (1 + r) lV(r) Idr< 00. ( 1.2) 

This condition guarantees that the differential operator H is 
limit point at zero l (it is always limit point at infinity2) so 
that H/C can be viewed as a self-adjoint operator in the Hil
bert space of vector-valued functions", satisfying fo (1"'11 2 

+ 1"'21 2)dr< 00. The spectrum of H/C is absolutely contin
uous on ( - 00, - me2

] U [me2
,00) and consists of at most 

finitely many (simple) eigenvalues in the gap [ - me2,me2
]. 

There is a deep connection between the continuous part 
and the discrete part of the spectrum. In the SchrOdinger 
case, this is the content of Levinson's theorem.3 Here we 
study its relativistic analog. In order to facilitate the com
parison with other authors, we make the substitution 
t/J = (~ ~ ) "', which converts (1.1) into 

me + e-IV(r) - e-IE) t/J. 
-K/r 

( 1.3) 

Henceforth, we will only consider K-, 1 which causes no loss 
of generality since on interchanging the components of t/J the 
problem corresponding to K, V, E is equivalent to that corre
sponding to - K, - V, - E. We now also set e = 1 in this 
section and in Sec. II. Under assumption (1.2), Eq. (1.3) 
has a solution called the regular solution, which satisfies 

lim -/C E - (1/(2K-1)!!) (1.4) 
r flJK ( ,r) - ° . 

r_O 

As r-+ 00 this solution behaves like 

flJK(E,r) = k -/C!F/C(E) I 

( 
cos(kr - K'fr/2 - ~IC (E» ) 

X k/(E _ m)sin(kr- K'fr/2 - ~IC(E» 
+0(1). (1.5) 

The parameter k = ~E2 - m2 is defined by choosing a 
branch of k such that k> ° for E> m and 1m k-,O for 
1m E-,O. Then k < ° corresponds to E < - m. This choice is 
different from that in Ref. 4 where Re E-,O corresponds to 
1m K.o;;O. Also, due to different conventions, our phase ~K (E) 
differs in sign from that in Refs. 4 or 5 for E> m but agrees 
with it for E < m. Conceptually, the basic parameter for us is 
E and not k. The function FIC (E) is the analog of the Jost 
function in the Schrodinger case. It can be written as 

FIC(E) = IFIC(E)leillx(E) 

= 1 + iCC> (flJlC(E,t)VV(t)~(E,t)dt, (1.6) 

where 

1"0 _ IC([k
2
r/(E+m)]hIC _ I (kr») 

J K (E,r) - k k h k . 
r IC ( r) 

( 1.7) 

Here, hIC(kr) = nIC(kr) + ijIC(kr), where nIC andjIC denote 
spherical Bessel functions.4 Also, T denotes the ordinary 
transpose and a superscript ° indicates a solution of the un
perturbed (V = 0) problem. We recall that the zeros of 
FIC (E) are all simple, lie in the interval [ - m,m], and corre
spond to eigenvalues of H [see Ref .. 4, Sec. 2, where hK (k) 
corresponds to FIC (E) ]. The only exception occurs at 
E = - m for K = 1 when, if FI ( - m) = 0, the solution 
fIJI ( - m,r) is bounded but not square integrable at infinity 
[see (2.9),(2.11) below]. Then we say E= - m is a half
bound state. 

Theorem (1.1): Let V(r) obey (1.2). Let N" (K-' 1) de
note the number of eigenvalues of H IC in [ - m,m]. Then 

NIC = (1/'fr)(~IC( -m) -~K(m», K-,2, (1.8) 

NIC = (l/'fr)(~K( -m) -~IC(m»+ (1/2'fr)a, K= 1, 

where 

a= {O, 
-'fr, 

E = - m is not a half-bound state, 

E = - m is a half-bound state. 

( 1.9) 

( 1.10) 
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It is important to add that the difference is K ( - m) 
- iSK(m) may be viewed as the change of phase as we go, 

through real values, from E = m to + 00 and then from 
E = - 00 to E = - m. Relativistic versions of the Levin
son theorem have been studied before, by Barthelemy4 and 
more recently by Ni6 and Ma and Nis and also in Ref. 7. 
However, in Ref. 5, the authors point out that the results of 
Refs. 4 and 6 are not correct in general and they go on to 
derive a correct form of Levinson's theorem in the case 
where VCr) has compact support. We will comment on the 
fallacy of Ref. 4 after the proof of Theorem (1.1). The hy
pothesis (1.2) is weaker than that in Ref. 4 where 
SO'IV(r) IT" dr< 00 for n = 0, 1, or 2 was assumed and for 
Levinson's theorem n = 2 (and n = 0) were absolutely es
sential. The condition (1.2) is optimal for large r as far as 
moment-type conditions go since if V _cr- 2 as r-+ 00 then 
Levinson's theorem must be modified.8 This remark should 
answer to some extent a question in Ref. 5 concerning the 
proper assumptions on V which will insure that Levinson's 
theorem holds. Concerning the behavior as r-+O, condition 
( 1.2) excludes a r- I singularity. It is conceivable to us that 
the methods used in this paper can be extended to include 
such a behavior. However, then the r- I singularity cannot 
be treated perturbatively, which leads to some complications 
at the level of the unperturbed problem. 

In Ref. 7, Dirac systems containing, in place of Klr, a 
coefficientp(r) such that SO' (1 + r) !p(r) Idr< 00 were con
sidered. In that case, per) can be included in the perturba
tion which leads to some simplifications in the analysis. Con
ceivably, such a term per) could be added to Klr in (1.1) 
without essentially altering the analysis but we will not do so 
here. The Levinson theorem for the Schrooinger equation 
under assumption (1.2) was studied in Ref. 9. Although 
both Refs. 9 and 7 have provided us with some guidance for 
the present paper, we have encountered some unexpected 
complications in the case where FK ( ± m) = O. 

There exist several methods for proving the Levinson 
theorem in the relativistic and nonrelativistic case. In the 
relativistic case, the Green's function method was used in 
Ref. 5 and an approach based on the Sturm-Liouville 
theorem was used in Refs. 10 and 8. This latter approach was 
also used in the nonrelativistic case in Refs. 11 and 12. We 
follow Levinson's original proof for the Schrooinger equa
tion3 which is based on a detailed study of the asymptotic 
properties of the Jost function whereby the main effort goes 
into analyzing the case where FK ( ± m) = O. As in Ref. 9 
but in contrast to Ref. 4 we do not work with the Jost solution 
at all, only with the regular solution f{JK (E,r) since the latter 
is better behaved as E -+ ± m than the former [compare also 
Ref. 9, Corollary (3.31)]. 

Theorem ( 1.1 ) is proved in Sec. II. In Sec. III we discuss 
the nonrelativistic limit C-+ 00. 

II. PROPERTIES OF FK(E) AND PROOF OF THEOREM 
(1.1) 

183 

The solution f{JK (E,r) defined by (1.4) satisfies4 

f{JK (E,r) = f{J ~ (E,r) + f K(E;r,t) V(t)f{JK (E,t)dt, 

(2.1) 
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where 

K(E;r,t) = f{J ~ (E,r)(~ (E,t) V - ~ (E,r){f{J ~ (E,t) V, 
(2.2) 

o (krjK_1(kr») 
f{JK(E,r)=k-

K 
[kl(E-m)]krjK(kr) , (2.3) 

.11l _ K ( (E - m)rnK_ 1 (kr) ) 
'f'K (E,r) - k krnK (kr) . (2.4) 

We first collect some results concerning the solutions at 
E = ± m which will be used later on. From standard 
asymptotic analysis based on (2.1) it follows that 

1 
f{JK (m,r) = (lK _ 1)!! 

( 
FK(m)r" + o(r") ) 

X [2ml(lK+ 1)]FK(m)r"+1 +0(r"+1) , 

r-+oo, (2.5) 

1 (FK ( - m)r" + o(r") ) 
f{JK(-m,r)= (lK-1)!! O(r"-I) ,r-oo, 

(2.6) 

respectively, where [by 0.6)] 

FK(m) = 1 + (lK-1)!! lao f{JK,2(m,t)V(t)t -Kdt, (2.7) 

FK( - m) = 1 - 2m(lK - 3)1! lao f{JK,d - m,t) 

X V(t)t -K+ 1 dt + (lK - I)!! 

X lao f{JK,1 ( - m,t) V(t)t -K dt. (2.8) 

The reason for having a term o( r" - I) in the second compo
nent of (2.6) is that r- KS~f{JK,d - m,t) V(t)t K dt 
= o(r"- I) which follows from the behavioroff{JK,1 ( - m,t) 

as t- 00 and (1.2). Besides the solution f{JK' Eq. (1.3) has, 
for E = m, a second solution q, satisfying 

_ ( 0(r-
K

-
1
) ) 

f{JK(m,r) = , r- 00. 
r- K + o(r- K) 

(2.9) 

Similarly, for E = - m, we have 

_ ( _([2mI0-lK)]rl
-

K +O(rl
-

K») 
f{JK - m,r) - -K ( -K) , 

r +0 r 

r-- 00. (2.10) 

Here, if we replace the 0 terms by zero we get exact solutions 
of the unperturbed (V = 0) problem which are bounded at 
infinity. By considering Wronskians, we see that f{JK and q,K 
are linearly dependent if and only if FK ( ± m) = O. If that 
happens we set 

f{JK( ±m,r) = -AK( ±m)q,K( ±m,r) (2.11) 

and deduce from (2.1) the representations 

L
ao 2m 

AK(m) = f{JKI (m,t)V(t)tKdt+--
o ' lK+1 

X lao f{JK,2 (m,t) V(t)tK+ I dt, (2.12) 
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AK( -m) = l"" f{JK.'< -m,t)V(t)tKdt. (2.13) 

If E = m and FK (m) = 0, then, of course, there exists a 
second solution XK of (1.3) such that W(f{JK,XK) = f{JKXK.2 
- X K.I f{J K.2 = 1. It satisfies 

1 ( re + o(re) ) 
XK(m,r) = AK(m) [2ml(2K+ 1)]re+ 1 +o(re+ l ) , 

r- 00 (2.14) 

and 

XK(m,r) = (2K- 1)~I~_-KK~ o(r- K»)' r-O. (2.15) 

Similarly, at E = - m, if FK ( - m) = 0, then a second solu
tion XK exists such that [again W(f{JK,XK) = 1] 

1 ( re + o(re) ) XK( - m,r) = I ,r- 00, (2.16) 
AK( - m) o(re-) 

XK( - m,r) = ( o(r-
K
) ), r-O. (2.17) 

(2K - 1 )lIr- K + o(r- K) 

The solution XK will be needed later. At the heart of our 
method is the following lemma whose proof we defer to the 
Appendix. 

Lemma (2.1): Let VCr) obey (1.2). Fix 15 > O. 
(i) If FK(m) = 0, K>I, then 

If{JK.j(E,r) -f{JK.j(m,r)I<Ck 2[rl(1 +kr)]K+I, j= 1,2, 
(2.18) 

for Ee[m,m + 15] where C depends on 15 but not on k and r. 
(ii) If FK( - m) = 0 and K>2, then 

If{JK.'<E,r) - f{JK.'< - m,r) I <Ck 2 [rl(1 + Ik Ir) ]K, (2.19) 

If{JK.2 (E,r) - f{JK.2 ( - m,r) I 

<Ck 2 [(rl(1 + Ik I r»1< + 1+ (rl(1 + Ik Ir»K], (2.20) 

while if K = 1, then 

If{JK.J (E,r) - f{JK.j ( - m,r) I 
<C [(Ik Irl(1 + Ik IrW + k 2rl(1 + Ik Ir)], j = 1,2, 

(2.21) 

for Ee[ - m - 15, - m]. 
The pertinent properties of the Jost function are sum

marized in the next theorem. We denote the L 2 norm of a 
vector function by II II. 

Theorem (2.2): Let VCr) obey (1.2), then 
(i) FK (E) is analytic for 1m E> 0 and has an analytic 

continuation into the half-plane 1m E < O. Moreover, the ex
tended function FK (E) assumes continuous boundary values 
as E approaches the real axis from either above or below. 

(ii) As IE 1- 00, 1m E>O, 

FK (E) _e'f~ V(t)dt. 

(iii) If FK (m) = 0, then 

FK(E) =cKk 2 +0(k 2
), 

CK = [(2K-1)1!/2mAK(m>]IIf{JK(m,')1I2
, 

as E-m uniformly in O<arg(E - m)<21T. 
(iv) If FK ( - m) = 0 and K>2, then 

184 J. Math. Phys., Vol. 31, No.1, January 1990 

(2.22) 

(2.23) 

(2.24) 

FK(E) = dKk 2 + 0(k 2), (2.25) 

dK = - [(2K-l)!!/2mAK( -m)]IIf{JK(m,')1I 2
, 

(2.26) 

while if K = 1, then 

FK (E) = dKk + o(k), 

dK = 2miAK( - m), 

as E- - m uniformly in -1T<arg(E + m)<1T. 

(2.27) 

(2.28) 

Proof: (i) It follows from Ref. 4 that there is a constant 
C such that for all E with 1m E>O: 

If{JK.I(E,r) I <Ce(Im k)r[rl(1 + Ik Ir) y (2.29) 

and 

If{JK.2(E,r)I<CIE+mle(lmk)r[rl(1 + Iklr)]K+I. 

Also, 
~.I (E,r) I <C(k 2 liE + m I)e - (1m k)r 

X[(1+lklr)lry-l, (2.30) 

~.2(E,r)I<Ce-(lmk)r[(1 + Ik Ir)lr]K. (2.31 ) 

Hence, 

1(f{JK (E,r) VV(r).f.! (E,r) I <C I VCr) I (1 + r), 
IE ± ml<c5, (2.32) 

1(f{JK (E,r)VV(r).f.! (E,r) I <C lV(r) I, IE ± ml >15, 
(2.33) 

for any 15 > 0 with an appropriate constant C. Since f{JK (E,r) 
is an entire function of E and.f.! (E,r) is analytic for 1m E> 0 
and continuous for ImE>O the bounds (2.32), (2.33) in
sure that FK (E) has the asserted analyticity and continuity 
properties. We get an analytic continuation into the lower 
half plane by the Schwarz reflection principle because FK (E) 
is real for - m <E <m. 

(ii) Since the construction of f{JK (E,r) only requires 
knowledge of Von [O,r] the large Ebehavior off{JK (E,r) can 
be inferred from Ref. 4, 

( 
cos(kr - K1T/2 - f~ V(t)dt») 

f{J (Er) =k- K 

K , sin(kr - K1T/2 - f~ V(t)dt) 

+ o(k -K), (2.34) 

and also 

.f.!(E,r) = k Kei(kr-1Nr12) ( ~) + o(k K), (2.35) 

as IE 1- 00 on {E:lm E>O}, Owing to (2.29), (2.30), and 
(2.31) we may insert (2.34) and (2.35) in (1.6) and apply 
the Lebesgue Dominated Convergence Theorem. Then 
(2.22) follows. 

(iii) Suppose E> m. We break the right-hand side of 
(1.6) into three parts, FK (E) = II + 12 + 13 , using 
FK(m) = 0, where 

II = l"" (f{JK (m,t)VV(t) [.f.! (E,t) -.f.! (m,t) ]dt, (2.36) 

12 = l"" [(f{JK(E,t)V - (f{JK(m,t)V] V(t).f.!(m,t)dt, 

(2.37) 
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13 = L
oo 

[('PK(E,t)V - ('PK(m,t)V] V(t) 

x [~(E,t) - ~(m,t) ]dt. (2.38) 

Consider I, first. By (1.4), (2.9), and (2.11) 

I'PK,i (m,r) 1 <C [,."/(1 + r)2K], j = 1,2. (2.39) 

Moreover, 

~(E,r) = (2K-~)I!r-K) 

and 

2( (2m)-'(2m-3)!!r- K+') 2 
+k (!)(2K-3)!!r- n2 +o(k) 

(2.40) 

~,2 (E,r) - ~,2 (m,r)I<Ck 2[r- K/(1 + kr)2-K]. 
(2.41 ) 

From (2.39), (2.40), (2.41), and (2.30) we find 

I, = a/Ck 2 + 0(k 2) as k-O(Elm), (2,42) 

where 

a = (2K-3)!! (rOO 'P (mt)V(t)t-nldt 
K 2m Jo K,I , 

+m Loo 'PK,2(m,t)V(t)t -n2dt) (2.43) 

[with the convention ( - I)!! = 1]. 
Now consider 12 , If we expand 

'PK (E,r) = 'PK (m,r) + (E - m)uK (m,r) + O(k4) 
(2.44) 

and use (2.18), then by dominated convergence 

I 2=hKk 2+0(k 2) ask-O, (2.45) 

where 

hK = (2K-1)!! roo (u/C,2(m,t)VV(t)t -/Cdt. (2.46) 
2m Jo 

For later use we need to know the asymptotic behavior of 
U/C (m,r) as r-O and r- 00. Equation (1.3) for E = m has 
the fundamental matrix 

( 
'PK,' (m,r) XK,I (m,r) ) 

RK(r) = , 
'PK,2 (m,r) XK,2 (m,r) 

(2.47) 

where XK is the solution introduced before, see (2.14), 
(2.15). Applying the variation of parameters formula to 
( 1.3), viewing (E - m) (? - 6 ) as the nonhomogeneous 
term we find 

UK (m,r) = f RK (r)R K- l(t) (~ ~ 1 ) 'PK (m,t)dt. 

(2.48) 

Therefore, by (1.4), (2.9), (2.11), (2.14), and (2.15) we 
can say that 

( 
O(~+I) ) 

UK (m,r) = ~+ 1/(2K + 1)11 ' r-O, (2.49) 

UK (m,r) = II'P/C(m, ) 112XK(m,r)(1 + 0(1», r- 00. 

(2.50) 

185 J. Math. Phys., Vol. 31, No.1, January 1990 

Now, by (2.30), (2.41), (2.18), and (1.2) we have 

II3 1<Ck 2 roo (~)2tlV(t)ldt=0(k2). (2.51) Jo 1 + kt 

Therefore, FK(E) = (aK + hK)k 2 + 0(k2) and it only re
mains to reducecK =aK +hK to the expression (2.24). This 
can be accomplished by means of the following identities: 

Loo UK,2 (m,t) V(t)t - K dt = Loo t - K'PK,2 (m,t)dt 

+ A K-I(m)II'PK (m, )112, 
(2.52) 

(2K - 1) Loo 'P/C,2 (m,t)t - K dt 

= Loo 'PK,I (m,t){2m - V(t»t - K+ I dt, (2.53) 

- 2 Loo 'PK.dm,t)t - K + I dt = Loo 'P/C,2 (m,t) V(t) 

Xt -K+2 dt. (2.54) 

To prove (2.52) we use the equation 

( 
K/r V(r) ) 

u~(m,r) = 2m _ V(r) _ K/r uK(m,r) 

(0 -1) + 1 0 'PK(m,r). (2.55) 

We multiply the equation U~,I (m,t) = (K/t)U/C,1 (m,t) 
+ V(t)UK,2 (m,t) - 'PK,2 (m,t) by t - K and integrate by 
parts. The boundary term is UK,I (m,t)t - KI 0' 
=A K-

I (m)II'PK(m,)1I 2 by virtue of (2.14), (2.49), and 
(2.50), Thus (2.52) follows. To prove (2.53) and (2.54) we 
use (1.3) and multiply the individual component equations 
by appropriate powers of t and integrate by parts. Now 
(2.52)-(2.54) are easily combined with (2.43) and (2.46) 

which yields (2.24). SinceFK (E) = FK (E), Eq. (2.23) also 
holds if Elm along the lower edge of the cut [m, 00 ]. There
fore, by a variant of the Phragmen-Lindeloftheorem13 (the 
same argument was used in Ref. 7) we obtain the desired 
uniformity in arg(E - m). Part (iii) is proved. 

(iv) The proof is, of course, similar to that of (iii), but 
the case K = 1 requires special attention. Also, the estimates 
are more tedious because the two components of'PK ( - m,r) 
must be controlled by separate bounds, namely, 

I'PK,d -m,r)I<C[~/(1 +r)2K-I], (2.56) 

I'PK,2 ( - m,r)I<C [~/(1 + r)2K], (2.57) 

and similarly for the difference 'P/C (E,r) - 'PK ( - m,r) ac
cording to Lemma (2.1). Assume K>2 first. Then 

I'O(Er)=(-2m(2K-3)!!r-
nl

) (2K-3)!! k 2 
h , (2K-l)!!r- K + 2 

x( - r- K+ I/m - [2m/(2K - 3) ]r- K+ 3) 
r- K + 3 

+ o(k 2) (2.58) 

and 
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~,I (E,r) - !?c,1 ( - m,r) I 
<Ck 2[rl -"/(1 + Iklr)I-"](l + [rl(1 + Iklr)]2), 

(2,59) 

~,2 (E,r) - !?c,2 ( - m,r) I <C(kr)2(1 + Ik Ir)2. (2.60) 

So, if we split F" (E) in analogy to (2.36)-(2.38) with re
spect to E near - m, we have that 

11 = a"k 2 + o(k 2), k .... O(E t - m), (2.61) 

where 

a" = - (2K - 5)lIm L"" f{J",1 ( - m,t) V(t)t -,,+3 dt 

+ (2K-3)1I roo m (-mt)V(t)t-,,+2dt 
2 Jo T",2 , 

_ (2K - 3)11 Loo ( _ m t) V(t)t -K+ I dt 
2 f{J",I' m 0 

and 

I 2=13"k 2+o(k 2), k .... O, 

where 

13" = (2K - 3)11 Loo U",I ( - m,t) V(t)t - ,,+ I dt 

(2.62) 

(2.63) 

_ (2K-1)!! roo u",2(-m,t)V(t)t- K dt. (2.64) 
2m Jo 

Here, u" ( - m,r) obeys f{J" (E,r) = f{J" ( - m,r) 
+ (E - m)u" ( - m,r) + O(k 4

). By using dominated con
vergence 13 = o(k 2) so that F" (E) = dICk 2 + o(k 2) with 
dIe = a" + 13" and we must reduce this coefficient to the 
form (2.26). To this end we use the following identities, the 
proof of which is similar to that of (2.52)-(2.54) and is 
therefore omitted: 

Loo U",2 ( - m,t) V(t)t -If dt 

= Loo f{J",2 ( - m,t)t -If dt 

- 2m Loo U",2 ( - m,t)t -" dt 

+A,,-I( -m)!lf{J,,( _m,)!l2, 

LOO u",d-m,t)V(t)t-,,+ldt 

= Loo f{J",1 ( - m,t)t -K+ I dt- (2K - 1) 

X Loo U",2 ( - m,t)t -If dt, 

Loo f{JIf,2 ( - m,t)t -If dt 

= --- f{J",1 ( - m,t) V(t)t -,,+ I dt, 1 L"" 
2K-1 0 

- 2 L"" f{J",1 ( - m,t)t - K+ I dt 

= 2m Loo f{J",2 ( - m,t)t -If+ 2 dt 
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(2.65) 

(2.66) 

(2.67) 

+ Loo f{J",2 ( - m,t) V(t)t -,,+2, 

(2K-3 LOO f{J",2(-m,t)t-"+2dt 

= - LOO f{JIf,d - m,t) V(t)t -" + 3 dt. 

(2.68) 

(2.69) 

Finally, if K = 1, then 12 and 13 both are o(k) on account of 
(2.21). Since !?c,1 (E,r) - !?c,1 ( - m,r) = - 2mikr 
+ O(k 2) and!?c,2 (E,r) - !?c,2 ( - m,r) = O(k 2) we get 

F" (E) = - 2mik Loo f{J",1 ( - m,t) V(t)t dt + o(k) 

= - 2mikA" ( - m) + o(k). (2.70) 

The uniform validity in arg (E + m) of (2.25) and (2.27) 
again follows from a Phragmen-Lindelof type argument. 
This completes the proof of Theorem (2.2). 

Pro%/Theorem (1.1): As in Ref. 7, we choose a con
tour in the closed upper half plane consisting of a semicircle 
of radius R, two line segments [- R, - m - €] and 
[m + €,R] and two semicircles about ± m of radius €. Then 
we extend the contour into the lower half plane by reflection 
and assign a counterclockwise orientation. For € sufficiently 
small, all zeros of F" (E) except possibly those at ± m lie 
inside the contour. By the argument principle, the change in 
{j" (E) on this contour equals 21TH", where H" denotes the 
number of eigenvalues that lie in ( - m,m). Since F" (E) 
= FK (E) the change in {j" (E) on the top half of the con
tour is the same as that on the bottom half. For K>2, the 
change on the small circles centered at ± m, respectively, 
approaches, as € .... 0, the value 

(2.71) 

Thus 

H" = (1/1T)({j" ( - m) - {jK (m» + (1/21T)(11 + + 11_ ). 
(2.72) 

Since N" also counts the eigenvalues at ± m ifthere are any 
we get ( 1. 8 ) from (2.72 ) by dropping the term 
( 1/21T)( 11 + + 11- ). Equation (2.71) also holds when K = 1 
with respect to E = m. If K = 1 and F" ( - m) = 0 then the 
change on the small circle centered at - m is - 1T if there is 
a half-bound state at - m and 0 otherwise. This establishes 
( 1.8) and ( 1.9) with respect to the above contour where now 
€ = 0 but R is still finite. Of course, we can let R .... 00 by 
using (2.22) so that {j" ( - m) - {jK (m) can be viewed as 
the change of phase over the continuous spectrum of H. 
Theorem (1.1) is proved. 

The version of Levinson's theorem in Ref. 14 can easily 
be seen to agree with ours because {j" ( ± m) = O(mod 1T) 
except for {jl( - m) which equals 1T12(mod 1T) when 
FI ( - m) = O. In connection with Ref. 4 we recall that there 
the concern was to find a relationship between the phase and 
the number of eigenvalues in [O,m] and [ - m,O], respec
tively. Let the former be denoted by N / , the latter by N If- • 

Suppose E = 0 is not an eigenvalue. Then again by a contour 
argument (take a contour which lies in {E: Re E>O} such 
that it coincides with our previous contour for Re E> 0 and 
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consists of a vertical segment joining iR to - iR) we have 
that 

(2.73) 

A similar formula holds for N;; if we replace 15K (m) by 
15K (0) in (1.8) and (1.9). The discrepancy with Ref. 4is that 
the term 15K (0) is missing from the formula corresponding to 
(2.73). In Ref. 4 (p. 146) the phase changes over two line 
segments along the imaginary axis were said to cancel, but in 
our setting these segments correspond precisely to the seg
ments from iR to 0 and from 0 to - iR, so the phase changes 
add, giving rise to the term 1T-

l t5K (0). 

III. NON RELATIVISTIC LIMIT 

The Jost function associated with (1.1) when c is no 
longer equal to one can be obtained from (1.6) by making 
thereplacementsE-c-IE,m-mc, V-+c-IV[cf. (1.3)] so 
that 

FK(E,c) = 1 + c- I Loo (9'K(E,c,t)V 

X V(t).f?c(E,c,t) dt, (3.1) 

where 

with ke = c-I~E2 - m 2c4, and where we have modified our 
notation in an obvious manner in order to exhibit the c de
pendence. We are interested in the nonrelativistic limit 
c - 00 of FK (E,c) and its phase 15K (E,c) because by taking 
this limit we should be able to connect the relativistic Levin
son theorem with the nonrelativistic one. Recall that if 
c -+ 00, then the Dirac equation goes over into a SchrOdinger 
equation in a sense that has been made precise by several 
authors, see Hunziker,14 Gesztesy et al. ls (and the refer
ences quoted therein). The main goal of these papers was to 
develop the perturbation theory of eigenvalues and eigen
functions in powers of c- I

• Some aspects of the scattering 
theory (convergence of wave operators) in the nonrelativis
tic limit were studied by Yajima. 16 These authors admit gen
eral, not necessarily spherically symmetric potentials. The 
only paper we are aware of which specifically considers the 
spherically symmetric case in a rigorous way is the old paper 
by Titchmarsh. 17 There it is shown that the solution 
9'K (E,c,r) has a convergent expansion in powers of c- I al
though under the strong restriction that Vis a bounded func
tion. But it has been pointed out in Ref. 17 and is not hard to 
verify that locally the integrability of V is the only require
ment for the results of Ref. 17 to go through. In order to 
formulate our results we need some notation. Put F K+ (e,c) 

= FK (E,c) if E = mt? + e and F K- (e,c) = FK (E,c) if 
E = - me? - e where in both cases e>O. LetL It denote the 
SchrOdinger operators 

L!y= - (l/2m)y" + [K(K± 1)/2mr]y± Vy=ey 
(3.3) 

[withy(O) = 0 when K = 1] and letF K± (e) denote the cor-
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responding Jost functions.9 Also, put t5
K
± (e,c) 

= arg F K± (e,c) and~! (e) = arg F K± (e). Then we have 
Theorem (3.1): (i) As c- 00, F K+ (e,c) -+F K+ (e) and 

F K- (e,c) -+ F K- (e) uniformly on e>O. 

(ii) IfF K+ (0) #0, then t5K+ (e,c) -~/ (e) uniformly on 
e>O as c-+oo, while ifFK+ (0) =0, thent5K+(e,c)-+~K+(e) 
uniformly on e>E> 0 for any E. Analogous statements hold 
for F;; (e,c) with the difference that 15;; (e,c) -+ -~;; (e) 
[by (i)]. 

(iii) Let nK± denote the number of negative eigenvalues 
of L K± and let NK (c) be the number of eigenvalues of HK (c) 
in [- mt?,mt?]. Suppose F K± (0) #0. Then NK (c) 

= n/ + nK- for c sufficiently large. 
Proof: We omit the suffix K from the solutions 9'K andft! 

for this proof. Consider F / (e,c). By (2.29) and (2.30) we 
have 

c- II9'1 (E,c,t) V(t).fl (E,c,t) I 

<;;C [k ~/(e + 2mt?] [I V(t) It /( 1 + ket)] 

<;;Cc-I!V(t) I, (3.4) 

so this contribution to (3.1) vanishes as c- 00 uniformly on 
e>O [here we are also using that the constants C in the esti
mates (2.29), (2.30) can be chosen to be independent of c; 
this follows from their derivation in Ref. 4]. Regarding the 
second component we note the bound 

c- I I9'2(E,c,t) V(t)i1 (E,c,t) I<;;C [(e + 2mt?)/c2] 

X [I V(t) It /( 1 + ket)] 

<;;C(e/t? + 2m)!V(t) It. (3.5) 

This shows that the theorem on dominated convergence is 
applicable to (3.1). Alternatively, the middle term in (3.4) 
can be estimated by 

C( l/c + ~2m/.[e) I V(t) I, (3.6) 

(3.5) and (3.6) together imply that in order to prove 
F / (e,c) -+F K+ (e) uniformly on e>O it suffices to prove 

Ic- I LR IP2(E,c,t) V(t)i1 (E,c,t)dt 

- LR qJ2(e,t) V(t),n (e,t)dt 1-0 (3.7) 

uniformly on every bounded interval O<;;e<;;eo' Here, 

qJ2(E,t) = lim C- I9'2(E,c,t) and ,n(e,t) = lim i1 (e,c,t). 
c_ 00 c- CX) 

This is so because the difference Ic- I f; ... - f; ... I can 
be made arbitrarily small uniformly in e by choosing R suffi
ciently large and letting C-+ 00 [use (3.5) for ee[O,I] and 
(3.6) for ee(1,oo)]. Another appeal to (3.6) then shows 
that the difference in (3.7) can be made arbitrarily small 
uniformly in e for e>eo by choosing eo large enough and 
taking C-+ 00. To prove (3.7) for a finite energy interval we 
estimate separately the integrals 

LR (C- I9'2(E,c,t) -qJ2(e,t»V(t)i1(E,c,t)dt (3.8) 

and 
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foR ~2(e,t) V(t)~ (E,c,t) - n (e,t»dt. (3.9) 

Since t is restricted to a finite interval we can use the methods 
of Ref. 17 (and also Ref. 1) to show that IC- I972(E,c,t) 
- ~2(e,t) I o;;;Cc-2tK. Since the techniques are standard we 

omit the details. Inserting this estimate along with (2.31) in 
(3.8) showsthattheintegralisO(c-2

) uniformly on [O,eo)' 
Moreover, it follows that ~2(e,r) is a solution of L K+ Y = ey 
such that r- K-I~2(e,r) ..... 2m/(lK + 1)!! as r ..... O. Consider
ing_ (3.9) we h!lve to est~m~te _the differen~ 11 (E,c,t) 

-lJ. (~,t) = k ~h'f. (k,,.t) - k "hK (k!) = (k ~ - k K)hK (ket) 
+ k"(hK (ket) - h" (kt» where hK (kt) = kthK (kt) and 

le = lim ke = ..}2me. Clearly, k ~ - le K = O(c-2) uniformly 
e-co 

on [O,eo)' Furthermore, It (ket) - t (let) I 
0;;; (ke - le)t suplh; (s) I where the sup is over se[let,ket). 

Now h;(s) = [(K+ 1)/s]hK(s) -hK+ds) and 
Ih,,(s)lo;;;Cs -K(1 +s)"sothat 

le"lhK(ket) -hK(let)1 

o;;;C(ke - le)(le /ke )"t«(1 + ket)/t)" + I. (3.10) 

Since 1~2(e,t)lo;;;CtK+I we see that the integral (3.9) is 
O( c- 2

). This proves the uniform convergence ofF + (e,c) to 
F K+ (e) = 1 + fO~2(e,t) V(t) n (e,t)dt. The identification 
of F / (e) as the lost function for L / is a straightforward 
computation using the relations nK (kr) = ( - 1)K 
X (1T'/2kr)1/2J_K_1I2(kr) and j,,(kr) = (1T'/2kr) 112 

XJK+ 112 (kr) [and keeping in mind that ~2(e,r) is 
(2K + 1) !!l2m times the standard solution y of L K+ Y = ey 
with r-K-1y ..... 1 as r ..... O]. In a similar manner, one proves 
the statements about F K- (e,c). One has to remember that 
since E < - mc2 then ke < 0 and hence one also has to use 
relations like J v (ker) = ei1TV J v (Ike Ir) in the process. Thus 
part (i) is proved. 

The statements in (ii) immediately follow from the uni
form convergence of the lost functions and the fact that 
F ,,± (e,c) does not vanish for e > 0, and also not for e = 0 if c 
is sufficiently large and F K± (0) ;i:0. 

The assertion in (iii) is a consequence of Theorem (1.1) 
since 

NK (c) = (lI1T')(t5/ (oo,c) - 15/ (O,c» 

+ (lI1T')(t5K-(O,c) -t5K-(oo,c» (3.11 ) 
I 

so that on letting c ..... 00 the first term tends to 
(1I1T')(8/ (00) - 8K+ (0» = n/ by the nonrelativistic Le
vinson theorem3 (remember our phase convention) and the 
second term tends to (1/1T')(8; (00 ) - 8; (0» = n; [since 

F ,,- (e,c) ..... F ,,- (e) ]. Theorem (3.1) is thus proved. 
In closing, we remark, that the weaker statement 

NK(c»nK+ + nK- for c sufficiently large can also be de
duced directly from the results in Refs. 15 and 14 where it is 
shown (under somewhat different conditions on V) that 

2 1 (L,,+ -Z)-I 0) 
(HK (c) - m c - z)- ..... 0 0 

and 

2 -I (0 0 ) 
(-HK(c) -m c-z) ..... 0 (L

K
- -Z)-I 

in norm as c ..... 00 (1m z;i:O). By some additional arguments 
one can also obtain equality [i.e., NK (c) = n,,+ + n,,- ] and 
one can extend the result to nonspherically symmetric oper
ators [the condition F K± (0) ;i: 0 then becomes a condition 
on the absence of zero-energy resonances, resp., zero-energy 
bound states, for the SchrOdinger operators 
- (2m)-la ± V]. Moreover, note that if K= 1 and 
F 1- (0) = 0 then 81- (e) ..... (1T'/2)(mod 1T') as e ..... O (Ref. 9, 
Theorem 4.1, case 1 = 0). In general, one will have 
F 1- (O,c) ;i: 0 for c large enough and so, since F 1- (O,c) is 
real, 151- (O,c) = O(mod 1T'). Thus in this case 151- (O,c) does 
not converge to - 81 (0) asc ..... 00 explaining the restriction 
e>~">Oin (ii). 
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APPENDIX: PROOF OF LEMMA (2.1) 

The method of proof is similar to that used in the Schro.. 
dinger case to prove a corresponding result (see Ref. 9, Ap
pendix) but as already mentioned, there are several compli
cations which need to be dealt with carefully. We give a 
detailed proof of part (i) and then only indicate the changes 
that are neededJor part (ii). 

(i) Let a97K (E,r) = 97K (E,r) - 97K (m,r) and define 
a97 ~ (E,r) and aVf.c (E,r) analogously. 

Then using (2.2) we may write 

- af/;~(E,r) f (tp~(E,t)VV(t)97K(m,t)dt- f/;~(m,r) f (a97~(E,t)VV(t)97K(m,t)dt 
+ f [97~(E,t)(f/;~(E,t)V - Vf.c(E,r)(97~(E,t)V] V(t) a 97K(E,t)dt. (AI) 

~I-----------------------------------
We denote the six terms on the right-hand side by A 1 through 
A6• The idea is to estimate these terms so that Gronwall's 
inequality can be used at the end. Suppose now that 
Ee[m,m + 15] for some 15 > O. We use C to denote a generic 
constant which depends on 15 and K but not on k and r. We 
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will frequently use the following bounds. 

IkliK (kr) I o;;;C [kr/(l + kr) )K+ 1, 

Ikrn" (kr) I o;;;C [(1 + kr)/kr]K, 
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IkryK (kr) - (krY+ 1/(lK + 1 )111 

<C(kry+ 3/(1 + kr)2, 

IkrnK (kr) - (kr) - K(lK - 1)111 

<C [kr/(1 + kr»)2 - K. 

(A4) 

(AS) 

In the following if we have a vector f = (%) and estimates 
lhl<al,lhl<a2' then we use the notation VI «::) to denote 
this fact. We also set L(kr) = kr/(1 + kr): 

Icp~(E,r)I<Ck -KLK(kr) (,/(1 ~ krJ, (A6) 

ItP~(E,r)I<CkKL -K(kr) G), (A7) 

IAcpo(Er)I<Ck2 ~+I(1+r) (1) (A8) 
K , (1 + kr)2 l' 

IA~(E,r) I<Ck I +KL I-K(kr) (,/(1 ~ krJ. (A9) 

Combining Al and A2, using ~(m,r) = (lK - 1)!!(~-.) 
and that the right-hand side of (2.7) is zero we get 

Al +A2 = - Acp~(E,r) loo (~(m,t)VV(t)cpK(m,t)dt, 
(AlO) 

so that by elementary estimates 

IA +A I<Ckl-KLK+I(kr) roo W(t)1 dt(l). 
I 2 J (1 + t)K 1 

(All) 

Estimating the third term in (A 1) yields 

IA 3 1<Ck l - KLK+I(kr) r W(t)1 dt(l). (A12) Jo (1 + t)K- I 1 

Similarly, for A4 and As we get 

IA41 <Ck I - KL K+ I (kr) r W(t) I dt (1), (A13) Jo (1 + t)K- I 1 

IAsl<Ckl-KLK+I(kr) r W(t)1 dt(l). (AI4) Jo (1 + t)K 1 

The entries of the matrix cp~(E,r)(~(E,t)V 
- ~ (E,r)(cp ~ (E,t»T are each bounded in magnitude by 

CLK+I(kr)L -K-I(kt)(1 +t). (AIS) 

So if we set 

u(E,r) = (IAcpK,dE,r) I + I AcpK,2 (E,r)I)L -K-I(kr)k K- I 

(AI6) 

and combine (A 11 ) - (A 1 S ), then we arrive at the inequality 

u(E,r)<C + C fW(t) 1(1 + t)u(E,t)dt. (AI7) 

Hence by Gronwall's inequality u(E,r) <Cwhich is equiva
lent to (2.18). Part (i) is proved. 

(ii) Here, Ee[ - m - 8, - m),k <0. It turns out that 
the quantity k 2 L K + I ( I k I r) is not sufficient to control the 
difference AcpK (E,r) = CPK (E,r) - CPK ( - m,r), we must 
also use k 2 - KL K( I k Ir). So we introduce 

hK(r) =kl-KLK+I(lklr) +k 2- KL K(lklr). (AI8) 
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Proceeding as in (i) we can then show that 

IAcpK,1 (E,r) I 

<Ck 2- KLK(lklr) +Ck-ILK(lklr) f LI-K(lklt) 

X I V(t) I IAcpK,1 (E,t) Idt + CL K( Ik Ir) 

X f L - K( Ik It) W(t) I I AcpK,2 (E,t) Idt, 

forK>2, and 

(AI9) 

IAcpK,1 (E,r) I<CL 2(lk Ir) + Ck -IL( Ik Ir) 

X f W(t) I I AcpK,1 (E,t) Idt + CL( Ik Ir) 

X r L -I( Ik It) W(t) I I AcpK2 (E,t) Idt, Jo ' 
(A20) 

for K = 1. For all K> 1 we have 

I AcpK,2 (E,r)I<ChK(r) + CLK(lk Ir) 

X f L - K( Ik It) I V(t) I I AcpK,1 (E,t) Idt 

+ CkLK+ 1(lk Ir) 

X f L - K( Ik It) W(t) I I AcpK,2 (E,t) Idt. 

(A21) 

Now when K = 1 we set u(E,r) = (IAcpK,1 (E,r) I 
+ I ACPK,2 (E,r) 1)/hK (r) and when K>2 we set 
u(E,r) = IAcpK,1 (E,r) I/(k 2 - KL K( Ik Ir» + IAcpK,2 (E,r) 1/ 
hK (r). Then u(E,r) is seen to obey an inequality of the form 
(AI7) and hence (2.19), (2.20), and (2,21) followimmedi
ate1y. This concludes the proof of Lemma (2.1). 
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